
Skoda’s new Scala hatchback has the evergreen
Volkswagen Golf and the latest version of the

Kia Ceed firmly in its sights. We put it to the test
Pictures: Otis Clay

Testers’ notes
[ “We’re testing modest-spec models here, out these

i represent incredible value and still come with all

1 the kit you’d realistically need, so you can save

some cash by not having to specify lots of options.”

Sean Carson Chief reviewer
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fjji A NEW family hatch is always big news, given that these are
jJJ among the most popular types of car with British buyers.

UK motorists love the mix of ability that a good hatchback can

provide, and any car worth its salt in this class has to be practical,

good to drive, affordable and cheap to run.

A new Skoda hatchback is even bigger news, though, because

the brand’s new Scala promises to shake up the segment.
It’s an even stronger value proposition than the brand’s Octavia,

yet the Scala doesn’t compromise when it comes to engineering or

ability, or at least that’s what we’re hoping to find out. It’s an all-

new model that’s been engineered to compete with the best in the

class, but when it comes to talent there are a number of models in

this sector that mean the Scala has a challenge to rise to the top.

In our test we’ll find out if the Czech newcomer can achieve

this, and whether it can beat the car that has dominated the

hatchback class since 2012: the Volkswagen Golf. The latest

Kia Ceed is also a strong challenger, because this all-new model

is the best version yet, and pushes the VW in many areas.
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MODEL TESTED: Skoda Scala 1.0 TSI 115 SE
PRICE: £18,585 ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 113bhp

N f J SKODA has a reputation for building great-

xU value cars, so here were testing the most

affordable model in the Scala range: the 1.0-litre

turbo petrol, with ii3bhp and a manual gearbox,

in SF, trim. It’s the cheapest car here, at £18.585.

Design & f
engineering
THE Scala is an all-new model, and as

you’d expect of any fresh product from a

VW Group brand, it’s based on architecture shared

with plenty of other cars. In this case it’s the MQB

Ao platform. This is an evolution of the architecture

thatunderpins the VW Golf (and the Skoda Octavia),
but the Ao denotation means it’s the version

generally used for superminis. So the Scala is based

on the same platform as the Polo rather than the

Golf that it rivals, but this doesn’t affect its ability.

It has MacPherson stmts at the front and a torsion

beam at the back, which is the same as the Volkswagen

in this specification; larger-engined Golfs have a

multi-link set-up. However, every version of the Ceed

uses the more complex multi-link arrangement.

The Scala shares its 1.0-iitre petrol engine with

the Golf here, so both have H3bhp and200Nm of

torque, and feature a six-speed manual gearbox.

Inside, the Skoda is great, considering that we’re

looking at entry-level models in this test. Build

quality is solid, and there’s enough soft-touch plastic

in the right places to ensure it doesn’t feel as budget

as the price tag suggests. Its simple design means the
Scala is easy to live with, and the seats are comfy. It's

marginally less plush than the Golf, but not by much,

and the Kia has more hard plastic than its rivals here.

An eight-inch touchscreen display with Android

Auto and Apple CarPlay is standard on the Scala,

which is excellent and adds to the Skoda’s value

for money. SE trim also features lane-keep assist,

parking sensors, cruise control and air-conditioning.

Driving 1
THE Scala’s supermini platform

means that the car’s kerbweight isn’t

high. At 1,1 65kg, it’s 51kg lighter than the

Golf and 132kg less than the Ceed. That has

benefits across many areas of the Skoda’s driving
experience, starting with the ride.

It’s especially comfortable in SE form, because its

16-inch wheels have tyres with large sidewalls that

help the Scala absorb bumps and potholes. It skips

over ruts in the road better than either of its rivals

here, which also means that the Skoda keeps its

composure at higher speeds on bumpier roads.

Those tall tyres do take some precision away from

the steering, though, so it’s not much of a driver's car.

But that’s not to say the Scala can’t be fun, because

the steering is still accurate enough to place the

model confidently, while there’s plenty of grip and

the powertrain is effective and relatively refined, too.

The 1.0-litre engine is generally quiet when kept

to low revs, but push harder and it’s punchy, with

2 typical three-cylinder thrum. Plus the six-speed

manual gearbox is slick, precise and great to use,
although the Scala’s rivals also have good gearboxes.

With the engine producing its maximum 200Nm

of torque at 2,ooorpm, it has plenty of shove. The

lightweight Scala was the fastest car of the three

competitors from o-6omph, taking 9.7 seconds.

The Golf wasn’t far behind, clocking 9.8 seconds, and

both beat the heavier Kia, which took 10.7 seconds.

The Scala was also faster than its rivals in our

50-70mph in-gear tests, taking 7.8 seconds and 10.1

seconds in fifth and sixth respectively, highlighting

its flexibility. The VW matched the Skoda in fifth, but

was 0.1 seconds behind in sixth, while the Kia took

10.1 seconds and 12.5 seconds to complete the tasks.

Wind noise is a bit more intrusive on the

motorway in the Scala, because it isn’t quite as

well soundproofed as the Golf or Ceed, but it’s

not by much. The Skoda is still good for long trips,
however, because the seats are comforrable and

the engine is quiet - and economical - at a cruise.

Practicality
SKODA is known for building practical

cars, and the Scala is no exception. Its

hatchback boot opening is big and wide, so

loading items is easy, and its 467-litre volume

is much greater than its rivals’. The Golf has a

380-litre load bay and the Ceed offers 395 litres, so

the Skoda has a big advantage if you need capacity.

Yet the Scala doesn’t sacrifice rear-seat space for
this, because it’s also the roomiest car for passengers

in the back. There’s enough leg and headroom for

adults in the outer seats, due to the Scala having a

longer wheelbase than the VW. All three models

have plenty of room, but the Skoda is the biggest.

Ownership
EVEN in basic SE trim, the Scala comes

with AEB, lane-keep assist and parking

sensors. You can add blind-spot assist for a

reasonable £525 (it's £1,135 in the Golf as pan of

a pack} and a reversing camera costs £300 (it’s £345

in the Golf). A camera is standard on the Ceed, but

not sensors, and you can’t add blind-spot assist to 2

trim. The Scala got a full five-star Euro NCAP result.

Skoda is a consistently high scorer in our Driver

Power satisfaction survey, and finished fifth in the

makers’ section of our 2019 poll . Kia beat it this year,
though, in third place, while VW trailed in 17th spot.

Running costs

THE Scala highlighted its weight

advantage by returning an average of

54-7mpg, against the Golfs 49mpg and the

Ceed's 42_9mpg. At current fuel prices, the Skoda will

cost £1,273 a year to run if you do 12,000 miles, the VW
£1,421 and the Kia £1,623. But the Scala costs more to

insure: our example driver will pay £456 a year, next

to £400 for the Golf and £3 91 for the Ceed.

Testers’ notes
“The Scala’s impressive 54.7mpg economy figure

means it has a range of 602 miles on a full tank. That

results in fewer refills than the Golf or Ceed, despite

all three of them havinga 50-litre fuel tank.”

Sam Naylor Senior revir- • •—

Scala trumps both rivals for boot space with seats up or down

Skoda is also the most spacious for passengers in rear seats

Are practicality and a low price enough

Skoda Seal

Running costs
jit 54.7mpy Jon test)

-Mdjjfl £64 f'l-up/£145 or 26% tax

- k|
Practicality

| I Doot (seats up/down)

467/1.410 lit'es

Performance
y 0-60mph/top speed

9.7 seconcs/125mph

I
Braking

I 1 70-0/60-0/30-Qmph

- A 23/3ltm n
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Our choice:
Scala 1.0 TSI 115 SE

a
(for Scala to knock Golf off its pedestal?

On the road
Skoda was the

quickest of

the trio in our

0-60mphtest,

helped by its

lightweight

Standard analogue dials can be upgraded to
a hi-tech digital display as an optional extra

Czech hatch’s slick and precise six-speed

manual transmission is satisfying to useSolid build quality and use of soft-touch plastics make cabin feel more upmarket than the Scala’s price tag would suggest
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fj h THE Volkswagen Golf is one of the best-selling
xU cars in Britain and has led the way in the family

hatchback class since the Mk7 version was launched

in 2012, with a Mk7.5 facelift in 2017 keeping it fresh.

Here were driving the five-door version in 1.0 TSI

manual form. In SE Navigation trim it costs £20,815,

which is cheaper than the entry-level S model.

Design &
engineering
THIS Golf is based on the MQB
platform, but unlike the Scala, it uses the

larger version of this architecture, so it shares

parts with close rivals such as the SEAT Leon, but

also very different models like the Skoda Kodiaq.

In 1.0-litre petrol form, it has MacPherson struts

at the front and a torsion beam at the back - the same

suspension set-up as the Scala. Adaptive dampers are

available for £875 and are a worthwhile option. They

can be set to Comfort or Sport mode depending on

howyou want to drive, and the Volkswagen is still

comfortable and composed in each setting, although
its standard passive dampers are great, too.

The Golf and Scala use the same 1.0-litre engine,

so they have identical power and torque figures
(ii3bhp and 200Nm), produced at the same revs

(5,ooorpm and 2,ooorpm respectively).

Material quality in the cabin is a strong point

for the Golf, and it's the best of the three cars here

in this area. Its neat, functional design means the

VW is both practical and attractive.

SE Navigation isn’t actually at the bottom of the

trim list, but a quirk of the car’s pricing structure

means it’s the cheapest 1.0 TSI 115 model you can buy
although it’s £2,230 more than the Skoda. This is still

good news, though, because this version gets sat-nav

as well as Android Auto and Apple CarPlay, plus

parking sensors. AEB, air-con, adaptive cruise

control, Bluetooth and DAB radio.

Driving

THE 1.0-litre engine in the Golf (and

Scala) might sound too small for a

car of this si7e, but the addition of a

turbocharger means it’s a great pick. There’s

enough torque - 20oNm at 2,ooorpm - that

it never feels unable to keep up with traffic.

There is a slight delay from lower revs while the

turbo spools up and starts blowing, but the step

change is less severe in the Golf and Scala here,

so you don’t have to divert as much attention

to keeping the engine in the right rev range.

The Golf performed best in our in-gear tests

from 30-50mph, where it took 4.0 and 5.6 seconds

in third and fourth gear respectively. The Scala wasn’t

too far off, at 4.5 and 6.3 seconds, while the Ceed fell

behind with times of 5.1 and 7.3 seconds respectively.
The VW was a little slower than die Skoda from

o-6omph and from 50-70mph in sixth gear, but the

gap was so small as to make no practical difference.

Both were faster than the heavier Ceed in every one

of our straight-line tests, and the lower weight also

helped in our braking tests from 70, 60 and 3omph.

This decent performance is aided by the slick

and satisfying six-speed manual gearbox, and

although the Golf is the only car here available with

an auto box with this engine configuration, we'd

MODELTESTED: VW Golf 1.0 TSI 115 SE Navigation 5dr
PRICE: £20,815 ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 113bhp

stick with the manual gearbox, because it’s so good

to use and cheaper as well. There’s loads of grip, and

the steering is precise and well weighted. The VW is

a little more confidence-inspiring than the Scala

thanks to the extra grip, but all three are closely
matched, because the Ceed also delivers a solid drive.

Golfs with the optional adaptive dampers are very
comfortable, but the passive damper set-up is great,

too, and isn’t upset by harsh bumps, even when

cornering. The adaptive shocks area pricey upgrade

but do improve the ride, while refinement is good.

Practicality /
A 380-LITRE boot means the Golf's load

bay is the smallest here; it’s 15 litres less

than the Ceed’s. However, unless you’re
looking very closely you won’t notice much

difference between the two, although both are

dwarfed by the Skoda, which boasts 467 litres.

Fold down the seats and the VW offers 1,270

litres, again the smallest volume of the three. The

Kiahas 1,291 litres in this set-up, while the Skoda

trumps both with a massive 1,410 litres available.

Yet interior space is strong in the Golf, because

it has more leg and headroom in the back than the

Ceed. and it’s about on par with the Scala. One point

to note is that the VW's older cabin design is shorter

on storage in the front than its two rivals', with an

awkward-to-access cubby in front of the geariever.

Ownership »
VW scored well in our Driver Power

2018 survey, but fell to 17th place in the

manufacturers’ chan this year, which

put it behind Skoda (5th) and Kia (3rd).

Euro NCAP gave the Golf five stars when it was

tested in 2012, and a facelift added autonomous

braking with pedestrian detection and adaptive

cruise control to the standard kit list, so safety is

excellent. It’s a shame lane-keep assist (£565) and

a reversing camera (£345) are optional. The Kia

has both, while lane-keep is standard on the Scala.

Running costs t

DESPITE the Golf being heavier than

the Scala and these cars having the same

claimed combined fuel economy, the VW’s

lower official C0 2
figure puts it in a cheaper

company car tax bracket. Its 25 per cent rating for

Benefit-in Kind (BiK) means a lower-rate earner

will pay£i,03i a year to run the Golf. A26 percent

BiK rating for the Skoda means the same buyer
will pay £955, because of the lower list price. The

(28 percent) Ceed will cost £1,029 a year.

Testers’ notes
“Volkswagen’s Active Info Display option adds a

12.3-inch digital screen behind the steering wheel

instead of traditional dials. At £525, it’s not cheap,

but it is versatile and adds a hi-tech feel."

— . Running costs
jlm 49Cmpg [or lest)

f64fi -.,p/£M5or25 lftt3x

a Practicality
Doot 'seats up/down)

380/1.770 ires

Performance
7 y 0-60mph/top speed

9.Sseccnds/122irpn

Braking
I V 70-0/60- 0/30-0mp'i

49.1/35.0/9.2m

Volkswage
We find out if big-selling hatch can still

Golf’s boot is the smallest of our trio with seats up or folded

Hear seat space is better than Ceed’s and on par with Skoda’s

Sean Carson chief reviewer
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nGolf
:ut the mustard against new Skoda

On the road
Turbocharged

engine provides
enough power,

while there

is plenty of

grip available

You can upgrade the standard analogue

instruments with a digital panel for £525

Golf is available with an automatic gearbox,

but we’d stick with slick six-speed manualHigh-quality cabin materials have long been a hallmark of the Golf, but there are fewer storage areas up front than in rivals
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MODELTESTED: Kia Ceed 1.0 T-GDi 2
PRICE: £18,600 ENGINE: 1.0-litre 4cyl, 118bhp

f/M TH IS is the first time we’ve tested the new Ceed
±13 with a l.o-litre petrol engine. It's a closer match

to the Skoda when it comes to price, because this '2!

model (although our pictures show a GT-Line S car)

starts from £18, 600, just £15 more than the Scala.

Design & |
engineering
KIA launched the all-new Ceed last

year. It is designed to take on rivals from

Europe, and it has the engineering make-up

to do so, with MacPherson strut front suspension

and a multi-link set-up at the rear as part of the

new K2 platform. This also means the new model is

better to drive than before, because previous Ceeds

weren’t as enjoyable as the likes of die VW Golf.

Its l.o-litre engine has n8bhp, which is the most

here, but the Kia is the heaviest car of the three and
also has less torque, peaking at i72Nm (at i,50orpm).
The powertrain is otherwise similar to its rivals’, with

a slick six-speed manual box driving the front wheels.
Interior build quality is excellent, and while

the overall impression is good, there are cheaper-

looking finishes on some of the trim pieces. These

are small points, because it’s still close enough to

its rivals on quality, but the smaller seven-inch

touchscreen on 2 trim means the infotainment is
just a little behind its rivals’. However, it still works

brilliantly well and comes with Apple CarPlay and

Android Auto, but like the Scala, not sat-nav.

Other kit included on the 2 version includes

16-inch alloys, air-conditioning, a reversing camera,
lane-keep assist, AEB, DAB radio and cruise control.

The options list only includes paint colours, so if

you want more equipment you’ll need to move

up to a more expensive trim, whereas on the Scala

and Golf you can add key options individually.

Driving
TH IS new version of the Ceed is

by far the best yet, because it has a

balance of ride and handling that nearly

matches the Golf’s. It’s comfortable and soaks up
lumps and bumps on rough roads, although larger

potholes are more noticeable than in its rivals.

The seats and driving position complement the

relatively composed ride, and the Kia is relaxing
over long trips; that’s true of the passenger seats, too.

Body roll is well controlled and the steering is
direct, so the South Korean hatch keeps up with the
Skoda and VW when it comes to driving satisfaction,
while even the gearshift is accurate and great to use.
The Kia’s chassis is more fun than its predecessor’s,

so it can be genuinely enjoyable to throw into

comers in a way that previous models weren’t.

It’s a shame then that this car’s engine dampens

its appeal. It’s still fan to rev, because it makes an

entertaining noise and the gearbox is slick, but it
suffers from veiy long gearing and laggy power
delivery. You have to be careful not to let the revs

drop below about i,400rpm, because the Kia’s

engine is very flat when the turbocharger is not

spooled up. It builds boost quickly, so there’s

enough punch once the revs rise, but the Kia

did fall behind its rivals in our performance tests.

It took 10.7 seconds to reach 6omph from a

standstill, partly because it couldn’t quite get to

6omph in second gear and required a shift to third,
and partly because the Kia is heavier than the Skoda
and Volkswagen. Long ratios in the higher gears

meant it took more than two seconds longer to go
from 5o-7omph in fifth and sixth than its rivals, yet

there seems to be no benefit to these ratios, because

the Ceed was also less economical. It’s a bit louder

in the cabin at motorway speeds than the Golf, too.

Practicality /
COMFORTABLE rear seats mean that

passengers won't mind sitting in the
back of the Ceed, and there's also enough
head and legroom for adults. The Scala is

definitely bigger in the back, though, and

there’s more light in that car, too, but overall

the difference isn’t as big as you might think.

The Kia’s boot isn’t as spacious as the Skoda's,
although, at 395 litres, it is a bit bigger than the

Golf’s. Storage will be a fairly important factor in

these family cars, so the Ceed’s big central bin, twin
cup-holders behind the gearlever, and trinket tray

in front of it ensure there’s plenty of space. It’s on

par with the Scala and alittle better than the Golf.

Ownership f| 0

IN our Driver Power 2019 owner

satisfaction survey, Kia finished third
in the manufacmrers’ chart, which was a

superb result. That was a little ahead of Skoda’s fifth
and way in front of Volkswagen’s 17th position.

The Korean brand’s showrooms took a strong

seventh place in our poll this year, with VW and
Skoda’s dealers coming 18th and eighth respectively.

Kia’s seven-year warranty is outstanding. Skoda

and Volkswagen have an industry-standard three

years’ cover by comparison. Standard-fit safety kit

such as a reversing camera, AEB and lane-keep

assist mean the Ceed matches the Scala for safety,

and both get full five-star Euro NCAP ratings.

Running costs -
THE Ceed was quite far behind its
rivals for fuel economy during our test,

because it achieved 42.9mpg, while the

Golf managed 4-9mpg and the Scala

returned a very impressive 54.7mpg.

Still, the Ceed claws some ground back against the

Golf for depreciation. Our experts predict that you'll

lose £10,624 on the Ceed over three years, because

it'll hold on to 42.9 per cent of its list price. The VW’s

41.4 per cent estimated residual value means a loss
of £12,189 over the same period, and at 49.2 per cent,
the Scala should lose just £9,436 in that time.

Testers’ notes
“The Kia’s 1.0-litre triple is louder from inside the
cabin than the three-cylinder units in its rivals, but
it’s easy enough to forgive the Ceed because it’s

motor is characterful and still fairly smooth to rev.”

Sam Naylor Senior reviewer

Kia Ceed
Latest Ceed is the best yet and is targel

Kia’s hatch sits in the middle of our test trio for boot capacity

Running costs
j|B 4?.vTipg {.on rest)

f 64 fill-..c/£ 4b or 28% ta:

a Practicality
Boot {seats up/down)

39b/i.29t lirrer,

Performance
= J G-60mpVtop speed

'0.7 seeonds/nfcmph

B
Braking

I \ ''0-0/60-0 '30 0--QM

'jl.4-/36.0/9.8m

Rear-seat passengers won’t complain about a lack of room
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On the road
Despite having

the most power,

the Ceed’s weight

hit performance

compared with

its lighter rivals
ng European rivals. Can it beat them?

Display panel sits between analogue dials.

There’s no option of digital instruments

Build and material quality is high, although there are still some cheaper-feeling plastics to be found in the Ceed’s cabin

Our picture shows the GT-Line S auto box,

but our Ceed’s manual was great to use
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Which multimedia system is best for music, sat-nav & connectivity?
Infotainment
Skoda * S

co
Scala rOJ
Radio Bolero Standard

Key features: Smartphone link, USB C

THF. Scala has an eight-inch screen even in entry-level

SE trim, with DAB radio, Bluetooth, Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto. It's an excellent system that keeps things

simple, and although sat-nav isn’t standard, most buyers

will be able to use their smartphone for that. Ifyou

don’t have one, navigation costs Cm 50 as part of an

upgrade that increases the display size to 9.2 inches

and includes a digital instrument cluster.

Skoda’s set-up features a neat user interface and a

responsive screen, so it’s good to use, and smartphone
integration works well, too. There’s a pair of USB C ports

in the centre console

-

perfect for those with the latest

tech

-

but an adaptor means any USB device will work.
The sharp display looks modern, but we’d prefer some

more physical buttons to access menus more easily. At
least the air-con controls are all buttons below the screen.

Volkswagen / SC0
X

Golf

Discover Navigation Standard
Key features: Nav, phone link

THE Golf's Discover Navigation set-up is standardonSE
Navigation trim, and it's the only model here to feature
sat-nav as standard. You also get App-Connect (including
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto), which lets you choose
between your phone’s nav apps or the built-in system.

The screen is responsive, the graphics look modem

and there’s just as much functionality as in both rivals,
plus an easy-to-use navigation system at no extra cost.

It’s a bit of a fingerprint magnet, while the display

is positioned lower on the dashboard than with the
Scala, but at least the Volkswagen set-up is easy to use,

thanks to the simple interface and responsive display.

You can also add a 12.3-inch digital dash for £525,
which shows sat-nav directions. A reversing camera

costs £345 in the Golf, which is £45 more than the same

option in the Scala - and it’s standard on the Ceed.

scored
Ceed OIol
7”Touchscreen Standard (not shown �
Key features: Smartphone link, DAB

ALTHOUGH our pictures show the GT-Line S's larger
eight-inch touchscreen, the 2 model comes with a

seven-inch screen. It doesn’t have sat-nav, but it’s veiy

similar to the eight-inch screen, aside from being a bit
smaller, because the user interface is just as good.

The Kia’s touchscreen doesn’t look quite as modern as
the Scab’s and Golfs, with slightly lower-res graphics,
but it has the most important featuresyou want - mainly

Apple CarPlay and Android Auto - and it’s really simple

to use. The menus are easy to understand, and the shortcut

burtons mean it’s fine for basic use while on the move.

The smartphone connectivity works well, too. it looks
great on the screen and loads up quickly. Navigation isn’t
available as an option, so you'll have to upgrade to the

more expensive 3 trim to get it. It’s not essential, but the

3 also brings traffic services and rear parking sensors.

Display Eight-inch display is clear and
easy to use. It features DAB radio and
menus to select functions such as Apple

CarPlay and Android Auto for navigation

Screen Golf’s system is the only one of

the three on test to offer built-in sat-nav.
It’s easy to use and operates functions

such as the optional heated windscreen

Infotainment Lower-resolution graphics

and no sat-nav aside, Kia’s set-up is easy

to use and includes DAB radio, plus Apple

CarPlay and Android Auto connectivity

Plenty of features, easy to use,
smartphone link works well

No satellite navigation as standard,

no wireless phone charger

Easy to use, responsive screen,
satellite navigation included

Fingerprints collect easily on display, no

reversing camera included as standard

Smartphone connectivity, easy to

use, shortcut buttons are handy

Smaller screen than in rivals, no

digital dashboard or navigation
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SKODA 'I
THE Scala isn’t just a | CT
winner in this test, it’s also

one of the best cars you can buy in

2019. It’s already an award winner,
but it proves itself here against the Golf

by being just as good to drive as the

Volkswagen, yet also more economical,
more practical and more affordable.

The Skoda keeps up with its rival on

equipment, and in SE form with this

engine it’s a brilliant all-rounder. It’s
our favourite compact family car.

vw O H
VOLKSWAGEN’S Golf

has been a winner in this

class since it arrived in 2012, which

shows just how good it is, and slipping
behind the Scala after seven years on

sale is no slight on the evergreen VW.

It’s still one of the most practical cars
around, with loads of equipment and

a comfortable ride. It’s good to drive,
cheap to run and competitively priced

on finance, so the Golf is still a top
choice in the compact family car class.

KIA
THIS is the best Ceed a, ,! |
yet, and although it

comes third next to the best two cars

in this class, the Kia is still a worthy

contender. It’s fun to drive, thanks to
its composure, but it doesn’t sacrifice

comfort. The Ceed is spacious inside,

has a big boot, and there’s plenty of kit,

too, although the infotainment isn’t as

strong. It’s let down a little by poorer
economy, which means the Kia will

be costlier to run, but not by much.

Skoda Octavia 1.0 TS1 115 SE
PRICE: £19,610 ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 113bhp

SKODA offers a rival to the Scala with the Octavia. Some buyers

may not like its saloon-like shape, but it

has a gigantic boot. Performance

and economy can’t match the
Scala’s, and it’s more expensive
in the same trim. But look out
for tempting deals on these.

PRICE: £18,655 ENGINE: 1.0-litre 3cyl, 99bhp

Ford Focus 1.0 EcoBoost 100 Style

THE Ford Focus is one of the best cars to drive in this class, and it’s
practical, too. You don’t get as much kit for

your money in a low-spec car and the

engine is also a little down on

power compared with its rivals’.

But the Focus’s fun handling

should makeup forthat.

AEB = Autonomous Emergency Braking, ‘included with sat-nav. t Part of option pack. A Winter pack. In red = equipment fitted to our test car. .nsurance quotes from AA (Tel
0800 107 0680 or mvw.fheA4.com) for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxon, with three penalty points. Residual values provided by COL VIP Data.

Results

\ Skoda Scala Volkswagen Golf KiaCeed

On the road price/total as tested £18,585/f21,605
residualvalues 1 £20,815/£20,815- [price £18,600/£18,600

Residual value (after 3yrs/36, 000) £9,149/49.2%- let i i £8,626/41.4% ■ us £7,976/42.9%
Depreciation £9,436 ' 11 “ £12,189

r
,i-'[ £10,624

Annual tax liability std/higher rate f955/£l,909 ..i.r, m„n, £l,031/£2,061 - ,[. £l,029/£2,058
Annual fuel cost (12k/20k miles) £1,273/£2,121 £l,421/£2,369 . u 1 r » u«, £l,623/£2,704

Insurance group/quote/road tax cost 17/£456/£145 n. 1 13/£400/£145 [' ' ~ ,' K l '"' 1 “ 8/£391/£145 [engine 1
Servicing costs £342 (2 years) c-'i < r th- £297 (2 years) ' "

_

Tf j £409 (3 years)
* -r jr - 1 the

!

Length/wheelbase 4, 362/2, 649mm 4, 258/2, 620mm 4,310/2, 650mm ' llu:it :

Height/width l,471/l,793mm 1,492/1, 799mm l,447/l,800mm "
Engine 3cyl in-line/999cc 3cyl in-line/999cc 3cyl in-line/998cc ti.Hit

Peak power revs
_

113/5,000 bhp/rpm r~ ;— , 113/5,000 bhp/rpm 118/6,000 bhp/rpm- 1 ' 1

Peak torque/revs 200/2,000 Nm/rpm 3K - C . , .r „.,, r 200/2,000 Nm/rpm 172/1,500 Nm/rpm 1 * Je

Transmission 6-speed man/fwd 1 » m 1 , 6-speed man/fwd 6-speed man/fwd
teitankapa ל 50jitres/space saver " i- 50 litres/space saver

_

50 litres/space saver warranty [
Boot capacity (seats up/downj 467/1,410 litres ■ 380/1,270 litres 395/1,291 litres

Kertewel weight 1,165/506/1, 200kg
h

[(.
IHtl

[V, 1,216/504/1, 300kg 1.297/453/1, 200kg
J " ea,/

Turning circle 10.2 metres r . 1 1 -1- « 10.9 metres euroncap 10i6 metres
Jf

Basic warranty (miles)/recovery 3yrs (60,000)/3yrs '■ r -nr 3yrs (60,000) /lyr thl , _i.j, 7yis(100,000)/lyr. r u 3

Driver Power manufacturer/dealer pos. 5th/8th 1
17th/18th * ' 3rd/7th ri 1 of

N CAP: Adutt/child /ped. / assist/ stars 97/87/81/76/5 94/89/65/71/5(2012)- f ’[ lriJ 88/85/68/73/5 1 " l" 1 I
PERFORMANCE 1 i-M -0-60/30-70mph 9.7/9.2secs- —
tei w P.8/9.3 secs -„,ei -1 10.7/10.5 secs . i

acceleration

30-50mph in 3rd/4th 4.5/6.3secs u "" 4.0/5.6secs .inn,' -1 5.1/7.3secs 111 '--a

50-70mph in 5th/6th 7.8/10.1 secs
_

oji. „iin_ur 7.8/10.2 secs rd: " '4 J 10.1/12.5 secs 111

Top speed/rpm at 70mph 125mph/2,400rpm )"
jM n

122mph/2,400rpm 116mph/2,500rpm

'

T// , , .[T
Braking 70-0/60-0/30-0mph 42.3/31.6/9.1m 1 r n- r n -a 49.1/35.0/9.2m 51.4/36.0/9.8m 1

Noise outside/idle/30/70mph 61/44/65/74dB 1 ' " "i 61/42/64/71dB N/A/43/64/74db 1 " 1 <>«•<•<

Auto Express econ. (mpg/mpl)/range 54.7/12/602 miles L ll ,.//" r tiTir ; 49.0/10.8/539 miles
'

42.9/9.4/472 miles I --a •"*
WLTP combined mpg 44.8-49.6mpg 44.8-49.6mpg

L °Tr°’i ,r 50.4mpg
1

WLTP combined mpl 9.9-10.9mpl E .T r 4 c.. t 9.9-10.9mpl t. a , ,t ll.lmpl
Actual/claimed C02/tax bracket 119/113g/km/26% ? c .1 1 t 133/106g/km/25% - - h “ 152/122g/km/28%

Airbags/lsofix/park sensors/camera Four/yes/yes/£300 °['[ Ja “ =
,

Seven/yes/yes/£345 , , ‘
n ,m, Six/yes/no/yes

Auto box/lane keep/blind spot/AEB No/yes/£525/yes ■ £l,415/£565t/£l,135t/y r,' ,1 , No/yes/no/yes
Ciim/cruise ctrl/leather/heated seats Air-con/yes/no/£250 r- — , t -, l5

l £450/adp/£2,150/£410A ' "r = Air-con/yes/no/no
Met paint/LEDs/keyless/pwr tailgate £595/yes/£410/no « tri "1 't . £595/£l,025/£390/n

bt 11
£570/no/no/no

Nav/digitaldash/OAB/connectedapps fl,150/£525*/y/yes I Yes/£525/yes/yes
'

No/no/yes/no
Wireless charge/CarPiay/Android Auto No/yes/yes No/yes/yes No/yes/yes
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